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1. Fix the flap fiber horn into the slot of the flap with AB 
glue and screw 3.1 As shown in the figure

2.  Assemble the aileron fiber horn with 2mm screw and ball 
joint. And then make a slot on the flap , the position is front 
of the push rod of servo. Insert the aileron fiber horn  into 
this slot and secure with AB glue and screws

4. Fix the wing hing into the wing and midden wing with 
AB glue

3. Assemble the aileron. Prepare the servos of aileron, trim 
slots to appropriate position in outer wing and aileron. 
make the push rod go through the inner slot of the aileron . 
Connect the servo to the aileron fiber horn with screws. 

5.1 To fix the wing hing into the wing and midden wing 
like the picture
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6 Assemble the aileron. Prepare the servos of aileron, trim 
slots to appropriate position in outer wing and flap. make 
the push rod go through the inner slot of the flap . Connect 
the servo to the flap fiber horn with screws. 

9. Assemble the cover of midden wing ，Fix the servo on 
midden wing. Connect the the aluminum parts and servo 
with push rod.

7. Assemble the cover of midden wing ，Fix the front gear fiber 
horn into the front gear cover. make the slot and put the servo in 
midden wing. Fix the front gear cover in midden wing with pin 
hinge. Connect the the horn and servo with push rod.

10 Fix the main gear on the midden wing. Make the slot 
into the Main gear cover C and Secure the horn. Fix the 
Main gear cover C in midden wing with pin hinge. 
connect the horn and main gear with screws

8.  Assemble the cover of midden wing ，Fix the fuselage 
cover horn into the main cover A . Fix the servo on midden 
wing. Fix the front gear cover in midden wing with pin 
hinge. Connect the the horn and servo with push rod.

11. Make the slot into the Main gear cover B and Secure 
the horn. Fix the Main gear cover B on the 
Alualuminum part of main gear. connect the horn and 
main gear with screws. 
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11.1 More picture about Main gear cover C
13 Apply AB glue to the slots in the rudder, assemble the 
rudder to the vertical fin of the plane, connect the 
rudder and servo by linkage .

11.2 More picture about the Main gear cover B

14 assemble the servo into the stab.  assemble stab to the 
fuselage throught the stab tube, assemble another 
stabilizer to the fuselage and lock the stabilizer with 
screw from the stab bottom .

12 Insert the midden wing into the corresponding slot and 
then fix the midden wing into fuselage with screw. It can 
lock the wing and midden wing with screw from the midden 
wing bottom .

15 Insert the corresponding slot canopy. It already fix on 
the fuselage.
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16 More picture about cowl and engine size 19. More picture about the fixed nose gear

17 It's 22 cm from fire-proof plate to edge of cowl 20. More picture about the fixed main gear

18 The widest sides of the cowling is 33.5 cm 20.1.  More picture about the fixed main gear
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18.Adjust the travel of each control surface to the values 
in the diagrams. These values fit general flight 
capabilities.Readjust according to your needs and flight 
level.

19.Adjust the travel of each control surface to the values 
in the diagrams. These values fit general flight 
capabilities.Readjust according to your needs and flight 
level.

20.Check all the datas well. make sure all sections glue tightly. Otherwise if coming off during flights, you'll lose control of 
your airplane which leads to accidents!

21.C.G: Never fly before checking the CG's required position. Never fly the model without well balancing.  
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Instructions ：

1. After power on, press the test button for the first time. All hatch LIDS must be open and all landing 
gear must be open. If any hatch not be opened, the positive and negative of the related servo should be 
set; If the landing gear does not open, you need to conver the motor plug on the control box. This step is 
very important, and only by this way can it match the timing set of the program.

2. When setting up the forward and backward direction of the servo, better to plug all retract mode 
button    to the upposition (Mode 1).

3. When setting the blocking current, it is necessary to know that the corresponding indicator light will 
be off during the operation of the retractable motor. When the retractable and retractable stand is in 
place, the motor will stop and the corresponding indicator light will turn on at this time. If the motor 
stops running, the indicator light is still off, indicating that the set blocking current is too large. At this 
time should reduce the blocking current, to ensure that the motor after blocking, the corresponding 
indicator light is on. Otherwise, the electricity will be easily damaged .

4. Working voltage: 6-8.4V (12V power supply for large landing gear, please contact the owner)

5. The blocking current is adjustable. It is suitable for all electric retraction racks under 35KG on the market.

6. The power supply voltage of the steering gear on the hatch cover can be set

7. The forward and backward direction and stroke of the door servo can be set separately

8. Each gear door servo can be set with 2 modes of retracting separately (1. After the landing gear                 
opened, the gear door will not be retracted; 2. Landing gear open, gear door retracted)
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